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ABSTRACT: DNA and peptides are two of the most commonly used
biomolecules for building self-assembling materials, but few examples exist
of hybrid nanostructures that contain both components. Here we report the
modification of two peptides that comprise a coiled-coil heterodimer pair
with unique DNA handles in order to link DNA origami nanostructures
bearing complementary strands into micrometer-long one-dimensional
arrays. We probed the effect of number of coils on self-assembly and
demonstrated the formation of structures through multiple routes: one-pot
assembly, formation of dimers and trimers and an alternating copolymer of
two different origami structures, and stepwise assembly of purified structures
with coiled-coil conjugates. Our results demonstrate the successful merging
of two distinct self-assembly modes to create hybrid bionanomaterials expected to have a range of potential applications in the
future.

■ INTRODUCTION

The self-assembly of programmable materials using biological
molecules is a central goal of nanotechnology, with potential
applications in regenerative medicine, targeted drug delivery,
energy transfer materials, fundamental biology, and materials
science. DNA is one of the most useful building blocks for self-
assembled materials due to the programmable nature of
Watson−Crick pairing. In the past three decades, the field of
DNA nanotechnology has demonstrated a wealth of complex,
anisotropic, and highly functional materials, as exemplified by
DNA origami,1−3 tile-based approaches,4−7 and nanostructures
with programmable and dynamic properties.8,9 Polypeptides,
by contrast, have the advantage of greater chemical diversity
made available through the 20 canonical amino acids, and a
broad range of synthetic noncanonical amino acids if solid-
phase synthesis is used. Peptides also possess multiple
structural motifs (e.g., α-helices, β-sheets) and self-assembly
modes (e.g., coiled-coils, collagen triple helices) that impart
unique functional and mechanical properties. While several
examples exist of multivalent recombinant proteins covalently
modified with DNA to form cages,10 nanofibers,11,12 and three-
dimensional crystals,13 the chemical coupling of synthetic self-
assembled peptides with DNA has only recently been
demonstrated. The Ke and Conticello laboratories reported
the first example of linking DNA origami nanostructures with a
synthetic peptide self-assembly motif, using collagen-mimetic
triple helices fused with a cationic domain to electrostatically

associate with the negatively charged oligonucleotide struc-
tures.14 The Stupp lab pioneered the modification of self-
assembled peptide amphiphile nanofibers with DNA to drive
their hierarchical, and reversible, assembly into bundles
through DNA hybridization, and demonstrated that these
superstructures could control cell behavior.15 The Freeman lab
extended this principle to short self-assembling Fmoc-
dipeptides grafted to oligonucleotide handles to enable the
reversible modulation of hierarchical structures.16

One particularly attractive motif for hybrid nanomaterials is
the coiled-coil assembly between two α-helical peptides, driven
by a combination of hydrophobic and charge−charge
interactions.17 A heterodimeric coiled-coil resembles a DNA
duplex in many respects, namely, sequence-specific formation
of a linear self-assembled structure with well-defined structural
and physical properties. However, coiled-coils have a number
of properties that diverge from DNA, which makes them both
more difficult to work with, but also promising for additional
applications. Unlike the standard B-form DNA duplex, coiled-
coils can form in both parallel and antiparallel forms, adopt a
range of homo- and hetero-oligomeric states, and complex
nanostructures made of coils possess high stability in
biologically relevant buffers. Coiled-coils allow the positioning
of components closer to one another compared with DNA; for
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example, an α-helix has a pitch of 0.54 nm, compared with 3.4
nm for B-form DNA. Furthermore, the ability to incorporate
synthetic amino acids into the constituent peptides will also
allow coils to be used as molecular scaffolds that can position
chemical groups (e.g., energy transfer dyes, nanoparticles,
drugs) in close proximity, or with a higher density, than
modifying origami staple strands alone. We also note that
coiled-coil DNA conjugates enable integration of recombinant
proteins through genetic fusion of one of the two peptide
partners, and may enhance the stability of hybrid nanomateri-
als by not requiring supraphysiological counterion concen-
trations.18

As a result of their unique advantages, coiled-coils have been
used to generate a wide range of bionanomaterials, including:
extended one-dimensional nanofibers,19,20 hydrogels,21 hollow
cages,22 and wireframe structures from the intramolecular
folding of a long polypeptide containing multiple orthogonal
coiled-coil pairs.23 The first example of DNA-modified coiled-
coils was reported by the Wengel and Jensen laboratories, and
used DNA triplex formation to template and stabilize a
homotrimeric peptide interaction.24 Very recently, the
Woolfson and Turberfield laboratories demonstrated the use
of DNA origami structures to determine the effect of
multivalency on peptide binding constants.25 This elegant
report used the origami as both a scaffold and visualization
marker to simultaneously control the number of coiled-coils
(from one to three) and to quantify their interactions (via
origami dimer formation) that would be difficult to capture
otherwise. In parallel we envisioned an alternate approach,
whereby a coiled-coil peptide pair modified with DNA handles
could serve as a modular supramolecular building block and
assemble DNA structures into higher order assemblies. The
coiled-coil would impart all the properties of the peptides (e.g.,
chemical and structural diversity), whereas the DNA would

serve as a programmable building block to dictate the
dimensions and properties of the final structures, as well as
the multivalency and nanoscale spacing of the peptides.
Here, we demonstrate the use of coiled-coil peptide−DNA

conjugates to link together DNA origami structures bearing
complementary strands and to generate one-dimensional (1D)
supramolecular polymers. Our design relies on chemically
modifying each peptide of a heterodimer coiled-coil pair with a
short DNA strand, resulting in a self-assembled core with two
addressable handles (Figure 1A). These handles are then used
to link together a DNA origami cuboid bearing a tunable
number of complementary handles at its two ends. We
demonstrate the formation of nanofibers consisting of rigid
origami units linked by multiple coiled-coil pairs (Figure 1B),
with the longest fibers consisting of almost 80 origami units
and exceeding three micrometers in length. By spatially
confining multiple coiled-coils on the DNA cuboids, we
effectively create a polypeptide-based interface between
origami structures, akin to protein−protein interactions. We
probed the effect of peptide multivalency on the efficiency of
nanofiber assembly, and explored multiple self-assembly
pathways: one-pot formation of both DNA and coiled-coil
self-assembly, hierarchical formation of dimer and trimer
structures as well as alternating copolymers, and linking of
purified origami with coiled-coils. Taken together, our results
show that peptide−DNA conjugates can be used to construct
hierarchical nanomaterials that integrate more than one self-
assembly “mode” to create a biomolecular structure in a
controlled and programmable fashion.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and Characterization of Peptide−DNA
Conjugates. For the coiled-coil, we selected a pair of peptides
developed by Aili and co-workers.26 One peptide (termed EI)

Figure 1. Overview of strategy for assembling DNA origami with coiled-coils. (A) Site-specific functionalization of two peptides comprising a
coiled-coil with DNA. Mixing the two peptide−DNA conjugates yields a self-assembling coiled-coil with two orthogonal oligonucleotide handles.
(B) Assembling a DNA origami structure (e.g., a cuboid) with multiple ssDNA handles into 1D nanofibers driven by the coiled-coil bearing
complementary handles. (C) Amino acid sequences (N → C) of the four peptides used in this study; (azK) indicates azidolysine. (D) Strain-
promoted alkyne−azide cycloaddition (SPAAC) conjugation between the side chain of (azK) and the dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) moiety on
DNA to yield a peptide−DNA conjugate.
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Figure 2. Characterization of peptide−DNA conjugates. (A) Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy of the peptides or peptide combinations
indicated. Only the EI + KI sample shows a strong coiled-coil signal. (B,C) MALDI-TOF mass spectra for A-EI (B) and B-KI (C). (D) CD analysis
of the peptide−DNA conjugates indicating coiled-coil formation between the peptides. (E) Temperature-dependent CD analysis (222 nm) of the
peptides and peptide−DNA conjugates to determine the melting temperature of the coiled-coil interaction. Inset: first derivative of CD melting
curve.

Figure 3. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis of coiled-coil assembly. For both gels, the cartoons with numbers in parentheses
indicate the major species in each lane. (A) Native PAGE of peptide−DNA conjugates. DNA strands are depicted as single-stranded, but had their
complement added prior to running the gel in order to generate dsDNA and enhance staining. Lane M: dsDNA ladder (bp); 1: DNA sequence A;
2: A-EI conjugate; 3: B-KI conjugate; 4: A-EI + B-KI; 5: A-EIscr; 6: B-KIscr; 7: B-KI + B-KIscrB-KI + A-EIscr; A-EI + B-KIscr. (B) Native PAGE of
double-crossover (DX) tiles bearing coiled-coil peptides. Lane M: dsDNA ladder (bp); 1: DX tile; 2: DX tile with handle extension A*; 3: DX tile
with A-EI hybridized; 4: DX tile with handle extension B*; 5: DX tile with B-KI hybridized; 6: assembly of DX tiles bearing A-EI and B-KI; 7:
equimolar mixture of tiles bearing handles, but without peptides attached. The yellow arrow in lane 6 indicates the DX tile dimer; comparison with
the lower band indicates a dimerization efficiency of ∼75%.
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is net anionic (−5), while the other (termed KI) is net cationic
(+5, Figure 1C), and the two form a parallel heterodimer
(∼4.2 nm in length) with a Kd below 0.1 nM. We reasoned
that such a high affinity would be useful in order to link DNA
origami structures, which are typically assembled at low-
nanomolar concentrations, with additional enhancement due

to multivalency. The peptides were obtained by solid-phase
synthesis with Fmoc-protected amino acids, and we incorpo-
rated an azidolysine (azK) residue at the N-terminus of KI and
the C-terminus of EI to allow for DNA conjugation via strain-
promoted azide−alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) chemistry27

(Figure 1D). For the details of peptide synthesis, purification,

Figure 4. One-pot assembly of DNA origami nanofibers using coiled-coils. (A) Design and dimensions of origami cuboid “monomer” used. (B)
Location of 12 possible handles for A-EI (pink) and B-KI (blue). (C) Protocol for one-pot assembly of fibers. Pink and blue squares on the origami
indicate the location of handles A* and B*, respectively. (D) Agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE) analysis of one-pot assembly. Lane M: dsDNA
ladder (bp); 1: M13 scaffold strand; 2: cuboid monomer with no handles for peptides; 3−9: cuboids with 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 handles,
respectively. The orange arrow indicates excess staples and peptide−DNA conjugates. (E) AFM images of indicated samples. Scale bars: 1 μm
(zoom-out), 250 nm (insets). (F) Histograms of mass fraction of origami for each array length for indicated samples. Numbers correspond to
arrays with length equal to that between the value of the previous bin and indicated number, e.g., “25” indicates arrays 21−25 cuboids in length.
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and characterization, see Supporting Information section S2.
When mixed in an equimolar ratio in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS), EI and KI yielded a corresponding coiled-coil signal by
circular dichroism (CD) with the characteristic peaks at 208
and 222 nm as seen by Aili et al.26 (Figure 2A). In order to
functionalize each peptide, we synthesized two 14-nt DNA
handles (termed A and B, see Supporting Information section
S3 for strand sequences) modified with dibenzocyclooctyne
(DBCO) at the 5′ end through an amine linker. The two
peptides were coupled via SPAAC to the DNA handles to
generate two peptide−DNA conjugates A-EI and B-KI. Each
peptide−DNA conjugate was purified by reverse phase HPLC
and characterized by MALDI-TOF MS (Figure 2B,C), HPLC
(Figure S2), and native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE, vide infra). We note that the cationic KI peptide
tended to aggregate with the DNA-DBCO at higher
concentrations due to electrostatic effects, but we were able
to synthesize it successfully by carefully controlling the
reaction conditions (see section S3). As controls, we
synthesized two peptides with the same amino acid
composition as EI and KI, but with the residues scrambled
in order to abolish the heptad repeat pattern characteristic of
coiled-coil assembly (Figure 1C). These peptides, which we
term EIscr and KIscr, did not yield a coiled-coil with KI and EI,
respectively, as monitored by CD (Figure 2A). We conjugated
the scrambled peptides to the same two DNA handles to yield
A-EIscr and B-KIscr (see section S3 for characterization).
Probing Coiled-Coil Formation with Peptide−DNA

Conjugates. We first investigated whether the A-EI and B-KI
conjugates could still self-assemble via CD (Figure 2D). At 10
μM, the two peptide−DNA conjugates gave a signal with
minima at 208 and 222 nm that was virtually indistinguishable
from that of the individual peptides (Figure 2A), supporting
the formation of a coiled-coil. Interestingly, the melting
temperature of this A-EI/B-KI assembly was 58.5 °C, which
was indistinguishable from that of the EI/KI peptide pair at
that concentration (Figure 2E), suggesting that the DNA
handles do not perturb coiled-coil stability. We also probed the
coiled-coil assembly by native PAGE (Figure 3A). Compared
with the unmodified 14-nt A strand (lane 1), the A-EI
conjugate was shifted to a higher retention time due to its
increased size (lane 2). The B-KI conjugate, by contrast,
showed significantly reduced mobility by native PAGE (lane 3)
due to the reduction in net negative charge resulting from the
cationic peptide. We also note that the presence of a single
band in lanes 1 and 2 further confirms the purity of the
individual peptide−DNA conjugates. Combining A-EI and B-
KI in an equimolar ratio (1 μM each) and briefly annealing
them in 1xTAE-Mg2+ buffer resulted in a new band with a
retention time between the two individual peptides, due to a
balancing of increased size and increased negative charge (lane
4). To confirm that this band was due to the coiled-coil
assembly, as opposed to nonspecific electrostatic adsorption,
we used the peptide−DNA conjugates with scrambled
sequences. Both A-EIscr and B-KIscr showed single bands by
native PAGE (lanes 5 and 6), at roughly the same retention
times as the unscrambled conjugates. Equimolar mixtures of A-
EI and B-KIscr (lane 7) and B-KI and A-EIscr (lane 8), however,
showed only the bands for the individual peptide−DNA
conjugates, with no shifted bands due to self-assembly. We also
performed control experiments to confirm that the coiled-coil
assembly of A-EI and B-KI could be abolished by the addition
of excess free peptide to out-compete the desired interaction

(Figure S4). From these results, we concluded that the
peptide−DNA conjugates efficiently formed a coiled-coil, and
that this effect was due to the specific peptide sequences used.
In order to determine whether the coiled-coil interaction

could assemble a model DNA nanostructure, we investigated
the dimerization of double-crossover (“DX”) tiles (Figure 3B,
and Section S5). We designed two tiles with single-stranded
extensions A* and B*, complementary to A and B. Native
PAGE analysis of a DX tile with no handles (lane 1), the tiles
with handles A* and B* (lanes 2 and 4), and tiles annealed
with A-EI and B-KI to incorporate the individual peptides
(lanes 3 and 5) showed clear single bands for the structures.
We once again note that the cationic KI peptide especially
decreased the mobility of the tile due to its charge. An
equimolar mixture of the two tiles (250 nM) resulted in a
shifted band (lane 6, yellow arrow) that we attribute to a DX
tile heterodimer. Comparing the band intensity to the
unshifted band, we estimate the dimerization efficiency of
∼75% at this concentration and with a single coiled-coil
interaction. Finally, a mixture of tiles bearing handles A* and
B*, but lacking peptides, showed no such shift (lane 7),
supporting the role of coiled-coil formation. However, to
assemble larger structures like origami (which are formed at
much lower concentrations, typically 1−10 nM), we reasoned
that it would be critical to incorporate multiple coiled-coil
interactions.

One-Dimensional DNA Origami Arrays Using Coiled-
Coil Interactions. As our nanostructure “monomer” for
creating 1D arrays, we selected a rectangular DNA origami
cuboid reported by Walther and co-workers.28 This cuboid is
rigid and well-defined, readily distinguishable by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), and allows for the controlled placement of multiple
coiled-coil peptides. The cuboid has dimensions of 32 × 19.5
× 16 nm (Figure 4A), and was assembled through standard
DNA origami thermal annealing of the M13 scaffold with a 10-
fold excess of staple strands in 1xTAE-Mg2+ buffer (for origami
design, synthesis, and characterization see Section S6). We
introduced between 1 and 12 single stranded handles with
sequence A* and B* to the two ends of the cuboid (the 16 ×
19.5 nm surface) by extending the corresponding staples,
allowing us to tune the number of coiled-coil interactions that
would drive origami assembly (Figures 4B and S6). To induce
nanofiber formation, we mixed the M13 scaffold strand, a 10-
fold excess of staples, and the A-EI and B-KI conjugates at
equimolar concentration to their complementary handles (e.g.,
80-fold vs the scaffold strand for the cuboids bearing 8 handles
on each end). This mixture, which we term the “one pot”
assembly (Figure 4C), was annealed from 65−40 °C over 2
days (0.5 °C/h ramp). We also highlight that stopping the
slow thermal ramp at 40 °C prevented the formation of
undesired and nonspecific aggregates due to base stacking of
the origami blunt ends (vide infra). Despite the presence of 9-
fold excess unbound peptide−DNA conjugateswhich might
be expected to “cap” the peptides attached the origami,
preventing growth into fiberswe reasoned that the multi-
valency should enable fiber formation28 due to exchange of
peptide−DNA conjugates. Following annealing, we analyzed
the samples by agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE), AFM, and
negative-stain TEM.
By AGE, we observed a clear monomer band for the cuboid

(Figure 4D, lane 2), which did not appear to shift when 1 or 2
handles for the coiled-coils were included in the annealing
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mixture (lanes 3 and 4). The one-pot sample with 4 and 6
handles (lanes 5 and 6), by contrast, showed a broad, diffuse
band across higher retention times that we attribute to a range
of intermediate assembly state with two or more cuboids. The
samples with 8, 10, and 12 handles (lanes 7−9), however,
showed a strong band in the loading well (white dashed box),
suggesting the formation of assemblies that were too large to
enter the gel. We note that all lanes also had a thick, high-
mobility band (orange arrow) due to the excess staples and
peptide−DNA conjugates. We imaged all samples by AFM
(Figure 4E), and saw that samples with 1 or 2 handles were
primarily monomers and dimers, whereas samples with 4
handles formed short oligomers. With 6 handles, we began to
see a mixture of oligomers, small arrays, and a distinct
population of longer arrays (>10 cuboids). The samples with 8,
10, and 12 handles, by contrast, exhibited a significant fraction
of very long structures. We quantified these results by
determining the number of cuboids per fiber via AFM. We
calculated the “mass fraction,” which we define as the fraction
of total cuboids that comprise arrays of a given length, and

plotted the histograms shown in Figure 4F (see Figures S8−
S17 for unbinned histograms that explicitly quantify every
array length). These results parallel the AFM images: the
majority of cuboids with no handles are monomers (78%,
though we were conservative in excluding dimers, so this
number may be higher), with the remaining 22% being dimers
or other short oligomers (3−5 monomers) due to base
stacking. For cuboids bearing 1 and 2 handles, the fraction of
dimers and short oligomers increased to 43% and 41%,
respectively. With 4 handles, the majority of origami (64%) are
in oligomers 2−5 units long, with a small fraction (7%)
forming arrays 6−10 or 11−15 monomers. With 6 handles, the
distribution shifted to even longer arrays, with a significant
number of structures 6−10 and 11−15 monomers in length
(26 and 10%, respectively). However, the sample with 8
handles showed a broad distribution with the longest arrays,
with a peak at 6−10 monomers (21%), and a long tail
encompassing arrays 11 monomers or more, including many
structures 30−45 cuboids long. Interestingly, the samples with
10 and 12 handles did not have as many long arrays as the

Figure 5. Analysis of one-pot cuboid assembly with 8 handles. (A−D) Additional AFM images of cuboid nanofibers assembled by coiled-coil
interactions. Scale bars: 1 μm (A,B), 660 nm (C). (E,F) Height profiles along the indicated red and blue dashed lines in (D). (G) AGE analysis of
8-handle assembly. Lane M: dsDNA ladder; 1: M13 scaffold; 2: cuboid monomer without handles; 3: cuboid with 8 handles (A* and B*) on each
side; 4−7: one-pot assembly of cuboids with handles with A-EI + B-KI (lane 4), A-EI and B-KIscr (lane 5), A-EIscr and B-KI (lane 6), T14-EI and
T14-KI (lane 7). (H−K) Negative-stain TEM images of fibers at various degrees of magnification, scale bars as indicated. Inset in (J) shows direct
visualization of links between cuboids (yellow arrows); inset in (K) shows the parallel helices and dimensions of the cuboids. The white arrows
indicate partial, misaligned intercuboid interfaces.
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sample with 8 handles, for reasons that are not yet clear. We
also probed whether the distribution of handles in the sample
with 6 coiled-coils (e.g., on the edges vs clustered in the center
of the cuboid) played any role, but observed only minor
differences in the length distributions of these samples (Figures
S13 and S14).
Based on these results, we concluded that the cuboids with 8

handles formed the most efficient arrays, so all of our
subsequent experiments used this system. We next turned to
a closer examination of the fibers with additional AFM images
for the 8-handle system (Figure 5A−D). The individual cuboid
structures could be readily distinguished, with small gaps
between them where the peptides were attached. An AFM
height profile (Figure 5D−F) showed a spacing of ∼40 nm
between cuboids (which is close to the expected distance of
∼46 nm for the cuboid length (32 nm) and the intercuboid
gap (∼13 nm, Figure 4C)) and a height of 12 nm across the
fibers (which corresponds to a flattening of the actual height
(16 nm), perhaps due to structure compression as a result of
dehydration on the mica surface due to AFM imaging in air).
Most of the fibers imaged were quite linear, with many
consisting of 20−30 monomers (∼1 μm in length). The
longest fiber observed was composed of 49 cuboids and
exceeded 2 μm. We attribute the extensive degree of

supramolecular polymerization and the high persistence length
of these structures to three key design features: (1) the
multivalent nature of the coiled-coil interfaces, which promotes
a “face-on” association to maximize peptide interactions; (2)
the short linker between the DNA handles and the peptides
compared with the much larger dimensions of the origami,
which discourages peptides from creating branched junctions
with three or more cuboids; and (3) the rigidity of the
multihelical cuboid monomers, which prevents excessive
bending. We also imaged the fibers formed in the 8 handle
system by TEM (Figure 5H−K), and the results paralleled
those obtained by AFM: long 1D arrays of cuboids linked at
the interface bearing the peptides. In some images, the link
between cuboids due to the peptide−DNA conjugates can be
seen (Figure 5J, inset, yellow arrows). Measuring the length
and width of the cuboids by TEM (Figure 5K, inset) gave
dimensions of 36.8 and 19.7 nm, respectively, which accurately
reflect the design (Figure 4A). In both AFM and TEM images,
a small fraction of intercuboid interfaces were not perfectly
flush (Figure 5K, white arrows), perhaps due to incomplete
linking of the two interfaces by the peptide−DNA conjugates.
In order to verify that the cuboid assembly was due to both

the coiled-coil interaction between EI and KI and the DNA
hybridization between A/A* and B/B*, we performed a series

Figure 6. Hierarchical assembly of cuboids with peptide-modified faces. (A−D) Schematics of four assembly protocols probed by AGE. Pink and
blue squares on the origami indicate the location of handles A* and B*, respectively. (E) AGE analysis of hierarchical assembly, after second
incubation at 32 °C for 15 h. Lane M: dsDNA ladder (bp); 1: M13 scaffold; 2: Ecub; 3: Kcub; 4: EEcub; 5: KKcub; 6: Ecub + Kcub (orange arrow: dimer
band); 7: Ecub + KKcub; 8: EEcub + Kcub (red arrow: trimer band); 9: EEcub + KKcub. Inset: AGE analysis of the individual cuboids prior to the second
incubation. Lane 10: M13 scaffold; 11: Ecub; 12: Kcub; 13: EEcub; 14: KKcub. (F) AFM images of samples indicated. Scale bars: 1 μm (zoom-out),
100 nm (insets). (G) Histograms of mass fraction of origami for each oligomer or array length for indicated samples. The number for EEcub + KKcub
samples corresponds to arrays between previous bin and indicate length, e.g., “25” indicates arrays 21−25 cuboids in length.
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of control experiments. Compared to the unmodified cuboid
band by AGE (Figure 5G, lane 2), the addition of eight A* and
B* handles to each side of the cuboid did not significantly
change the gel mobility (lane 3). Inclusion of A-EI and B-KI
into the annealing mixture gave the expected aggregation band
that did not enter the gel (lane 4). By contrast, cuboids
annealed with A-EI and B-KIscr (lane 5) or A-EIscr and B-KI
(lane 6) did not show any aggregate bands, suggesting that the
arrays are mediated by coiled-coil formation and not simply as
a result of coating one side of the structure with a high density
of cationic peptides. Finally, cuboids bearing A* and B*
handles, but annealed with peptides linked to noncomple-
mentary, poly(T) strands (T14-EI and T14-KI) also did not
show any aggregation in the loading well (lane 7), confirming
that both self-assembly modes (coiled-coil formation and
Watson−Crick pairing) are critical for hierarchical nanostruc-
ture formation. We also explored whether the linker length
between the DNA handle and the coiled-coil peptides had any
effect on the efficiency of assembly, reasoning that transition-
ing directly from the DNA to the peptide could result in higher
binding efficiency and longer nanofibers. All the above
experiments used DNA purchased from a commercial vendor
and included a C6 alkyl linker between the 5′ phosphate and
the terminal amine, followed by an additional six carbons
between the amine and the DBCO moiety (Figure S18A). To
reduce this length, we synthesized a phosphoramidite with only
two carbons and a cyclopropyl ring separating the 5′ phosphate
and the cyclooctyne (Figure S18A), following a previous
report.29 This [6.1.0] bicyclononyne (BCN) moiety was

appended to the same DNA handles via solid-phase
oligonucleotide synthesis to generate the shortened linker
versions ABCN and BBCN, and subsequently conjugated to the
peptides to yield ABCN-EI and BBCN-KI (see section S8 for
characterization of BCN strands and peptide−DNA con-
jugates). The one-pot assembly of these conjugates with the
cuboid origami yielded long 1D fibers that were morpholog-
ically indistinguishable from those with the DBCO-based
conjugates (Figure S18E). We determined the length
distribution of these fibers (Figure S18F) and the distribution
was fairly similar to that of the DBCO-based arrays (Figure
4F), perhaps slightly shifted to shorter arrays. Indeed some
flexibility between the peptide and the DNA handle may be
beneficial to allow the coils to bind one another efficiently.
Thus, for the next set of experiments we continued with the
DBCO-based linkers.

Sequential, Hierarchical Assembly Pathways for
Origami Arrays. One of our overarching goals in creating
peptide−DNA nanostructures is to generate a toolkit of
components that can be modularly assembled into more
complex structures in a second step. Toward this end, we
reasoned that if we separately modified individual cuboid
blocks with only a single type of peptide (either at one or both
ends), we could mix these structures in a second step and allow
the free peptide “faces” to drive hierarchical assembly. We term
the cuboids with only A-EI peptides on one side “Ecub”
structures, the ones with only B-KI on one side “Kcub”
structures, and the ones with A-EI and B-KI on both sides as
“EEcub” and “KKcub” cuboids. Mixing Ecub with Kcub is expected

Figure 7. Hierarchical assembly of purified cuboids with coiled-coil DNA conjugates. (A) Schematic of assembly protocol. Pink and blue squares
on the origami indicate the location of handles A* and B*, respectively. (B) AGE analysis of assembly. Lane M: dsDNA ladder; 1: M13 scaffold; 2:
cuboid with A* and B* following purification. Note the absence of a band for free staples; 3: cuboid with handles following incubation with
preformed coiled-coil DNA conjugates. (C−H) AFM images of nanofibers formed after second incubation. Scale bars: 4 μm (C), 1 μm (D−G),
370 nm (H). (I) Histograms of mass fraction of origami for each array length for indicated samples. Numbers correspond to arrays between
previous bin and indicated length, e.g., “30” denotes arrays 21−30 cuboids in length.
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to give a dimeric structure (Figure 6A), mixing Ecub with KKcub
or Kcub with EEcub should give trimers (Figure 6B,C), and
mixing EEcub with KKcub should give copolymers with
alternating cuboids (Figure 6D). Each individual modified
cuboid was annealed as in the one-pot system, but components
were then mixed in a second step and incubated at 32 °C for
15 h. This lower-temperature protocol (optimized for
assembly, vide infra) should allow the cuboids to assemble,
without disrupting the core structure (Tm ∼ 55 °C for a typical
3D origami structure).30 We first analyzed the individual
building blocks by AGE (Figure 6E). Ecub, Kcub, and EEcub
(lanes 2−4) all primarily showed a band corresponding to the
monomeric cuboid structure. We note that some dimers and
short oligomers form as well, due to nonspecific base stacking
(which is commonly seen with DNA origami structures). This
stacking was not observed in the one-pot system because the
annealing ramp included a fast temperature decrease from 40
°C, preventing these lower-energy interactions from forming;
however, sequential assembly required a lower temperature
incubation for the second step. The KKcub structure, by
contrast, showed a smeared band (lane 5), which we attribute
to nonspecific aggregation of the structures resulting from the
presence of two highly cationic surfaces. Unlike the arrays in
Figure 5, many of these aggregates were not well-formed
straight assemblies, but rather cuboids intersecting at various
angles, perhaps due to the cationic surface of one cuboid
binding to one of the other four exposed sides of another
(Figure S23). We also note that the KKcub smeared band is
only seen after the second incubation step; all the initial, as-
formed cuboids do not show this aggregation (Figure 6E, inset
lanes 11−14). Upon mixing Ecub with Kcub and incubating as
described above a strong dimer band was seen in the gel (lane
6, yellow arrow), and both AFM (Figure 6F) and array length
histograms (Figure 6G) confirmed that the dimer was the
predominant structure. The fraction of dimers that formed as a
function of handles yielded a sigmoidal curve (Figure S26),
suggesting that peptide binding is cooperative. Likewise,
combining Ecub with KKcub (lane 7) or Kcub with EEcub (lane
8) gave primarily a trimer band (red arrow), a result mirrored
by array length histograms. Although the presence of
nonspecific base stacking complicated the results, we note
that purification of the desired structures (e.g., trimers) by gel
extraction or gradient ultracentrifugation could circumvent this
issue. Combining EEcub with KKcub yielded an intense band in
the well by AGE (lane 9) and gave nanofibers similar to the
one-pot system: relatively straight and with a face-on interface,
as visualized by AFM (Figure 6F). These fibers consist of
alternating EEcub with KKcub fibers, and could in the future be
used to position different molecules. The length distribution of
this system was similar to that of the one-pot system with 8
handles, with a slightly less pronounced tail of longer arrays.
We probed the temperature dependence of this sequential
assembly by AGE and found that the arrays formed best at an
incubation temperature of 32 °C (Figure S19). Above this
temperature, only monomers or short dimers were observed,
and we estimated that the supramolecular association between
EEcub and KKcub has an effective “melting temperature” for
polymerization ∼ 34 °C, though we cannot determine whether
this is due to the exchange of the DNA hybridization or the
coiled-coil assembly at the low (nM) concentrations used.
Future work will probe the relative contribution of each
supramolecular mode in driving hierarchical self-assembly.

Finally, we explored a second hierarchical assembly pathway:
formation of cuboids bearing handles A* and B* (as in the
one-pot system), followed by addition of preformed A-EI/B-KI
coiled-coil and a second incubation at 35 °C for 15 h (Figure
7A). In this case, the coiled-coil with DNA handles serves as a
modular building block that can be assembled first and then
added as a hybrid linker to the preassembled origami
structures. To demonstrate the generality of our method
and to probe self-assembly in the absence of excess of free
staples/peptideswe first purified the cuboids via spin
filtration prior to addition of the peptides. We also only
added an equimolar amount of peptide−DNA conjugates
relative to the handles (i.e., 8 equiv relative to the cuboid with
8 handles). Analysis by AGE (Figure 7B) showed a clear
monomer band for the cuboid with handles (lane 2), and the
absence of any higher mobility band for free DNA or peptide,
confirming that our purification protocol was successful. After
subsequent incubation with the peptide−DNA conjugates, an
intense band was seen in the loading well (lane 3), with no
noticeable monomer or short oligomer bands/smear, suggest-
ing an overall longer distribution of arrays. Indeed, a wide-field
(20 × 20 μm2) AFM scan (Figure 7C) showed a large number
of extremely long fibers, many approaching 3 μm in length,
with the longest observed consisting of 79 cuboids and
reaching ∼3.5 μm (Figure 7D-H). A histogram of the array
length distribution (Figure 7I) paralleled the AFM results, with
the largest number of fibers comprised of 20−30 cuboids, and
a significant number from 30 to 80 monomers in length, far
exceeding the longest fibers seen with the other two assembly
methods. We compared this protocol to sequential arrays
formed without intermediate purification of the cuboid and
found that the length distribution was roughly similar (Figure
S28). However, we note that the lack of purification in this
sample could be offset by the 10-fold excess of peptide−DNA
conjugates relative to the handles.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Our results are the first example of DNA nanostructures
forming extended arrays through the self-assembly of coiled-
coil interactions. We explored several different assembly
pathways (one-pot vs two hierarchical protocols), created
arrays and dimeric or trimeric structures, confirmed the
specificity of both the coiled-coil and Watson−Crick self-
assembly modes, and demonstrated that the self-assembly
works both with and without intermediate purification steps.
Assembling cuboids with preformed coiled-coil-DNA con-
jugates gave the longest arrays. Although we only focused on
1D arrays of DNA origami nanostructures in this report, our
approach should be readily extensible to 2D arrays and perhaps
even 3D crystals by designing the appropriate branched
nanostructure monomers. In principle, our approach can also
be extended to a wide range of coiled-coils,31 including larger
homo- or hetero-oligomers. For example, a homotrimeric
parallel coiled-coil could serve as a C3-symmetric “cap” for a
DNA structure, similar to a recent report from our lab using
homotrimeric proteins.10 Different coiled-coil systems have a
wide range of stabilities, so it may be possible to sequentially
form different domains during the annealing process, and
effectively “fold” a DNA structure using orthogonal peptide
interactions, akin to intramolecular coiled-coil folded cages.23

Using coils that are closer to charge-neutral, as described by
Woolfson and Turberfield,24 could also help avoid some of the
challenges with DNA conjugation and nonspecific aggregation.
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Several reports have showed that coil assembly can be
controlled with light using azobenzenes,32 or that coils can
be displaced similar to DNA8,9 by introducing an unpaired
partial heptad “toehold”;33 both of these mechanisms can in
principle now be used to dynamically control peptide-DNA
structure self-assembly. Our ultimate goal is to build
nanomaterials that rival the complexity of DNA origami, but
contain multiple unique peptide structure units, enabling truly
hybrid peptide−DNA nanostructures possessing added
functionalities and greater chemical diversity.
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